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It “hasbeen customary to calculate the strength of the reax
Wing bean for the l’highspeed“ condition on the assumption that
tinecenter of pressure was at 0.50 of the wing chOrdo It can be
shown Wnat tialsassumption is not justified, z.egaudlessof the
utility of a “high speed” condition in strength. calculations.
In the course of an $nvesti,gationof tineC.?. ~ovement for
a series of aerofoils~ it ~ae fo~d ~n~ C.P. moves rearward r,ors
or less uniformly wi~n increase in speed. This is shown in Fig.
1, in which the C.P. data for a number of nGtable aerofoils are
plotted agaii~s%the speed factor cLmax/CL. It wili also be not-
ed that there is a wide variation in t-seC.P. location at a given
speed factor foz the aerofoils given, The C.P. location at high
speeds is invariably well forward for thin “hi@ speedl[aero~oils
and well aft for tlntck‘lhighliftt[aerofoils,
It has been shown in a series of zecent papers by some of
the leading continental mathematicians tkat the center of pres-
sure for certain aerofoils nay be calculated from the curvature
~f the raeancamber. The methods are quite involved and therefcre
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useless 2ZCM the vie~oin.t of the average engineer, It appears,
however, that a ptaotical substitute for the mrvature of the
mean camber is the IfAngleof TreLil,llor angle between the ohord
of the aerofo:l and the tangent to the curve of mean ember at
the txailing edge, as’shown in Fig. 2. The ~entsr of pressure
data for 117 aerofoils of the C&tingen series have been anaZyzeJ.
in crder to connect the C.P. movement with the angle of trail..
The results are.given in Fig. 3, in which the C.P. for three
-.
,.
speeds~ expressed in terms of the landing speed, aze plotted
against the angle of trail, B,
It is obvious from an i,IMIpection of.Fig, 3, that the greate:
tineangle of trail the further aft will be the.C.P. at a given
s~eed faotor. It shouid be noted that t~e c-p. .~~vementinc~eas.
es with an increase in B to suchan extent that the usefulness
of aerofoils of this class may be limited to airplanes having a
10JYspeed range, iteq, Patio of maximun to minimum speeds. The
asw.znptionof 0,50 as the position of the center of press-~re&-t
high speed is obviously without justi~ioation. .
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